Transformed Simplicity.
During the meeting of the Lords in 1943 regarding
reconstruction of the House of Commons (due to its
bombing at the end of World War II), Winston Churchill
famously argued that “we shape our buildings, and
afterwards our buildings shape us”. He argued that the
building should not be rebuilt larger to accommodate the
increased number of members of the House because it is
rarely fully occupied, and it would be a wasteful endeavour.
He also believed that in those critical and historic moments
when the House is fully present, the crowded space would
stimulate an appropriate “sense of crowd and urgency”.
Churchill’s acute intuition can be applied to today’s
corporate environments and his statement can be
broadened to highlight the greatest threat of our time.
Therefore, it should be said that we shape our buildings,
and afterwards our buildings shape us and our planet.

63 Madison Ave.

Buildings are physical manifestations of the position society
has taken, at the time of design and construction, on
what is beautiful, how we should live and work, and how
we exploit our natural resources. Due to the exigencies
of the environments in which we live, the limitations of
technology and construction, and the nature of our innate
needs, architects and engineers are in constant search of
equilibrium between often opposing forces: what makes
us feel good and what is environmentally responsible.
Our proposal for the 2020 Design Challenge attempts to
find that balance by addressing the environmental goals,
current office cultures and corporate structures, and basic
requirements for human health and comfort.

Existing building

Proposed street view

North-west perspective

Concept.
As stated in the brief, it is universally accepted that nature
and daylight have a profoundly positive effect on our
physical and mental health. It is also believed that simply
having visual access to the outdoors is a major benefit
to an interior environment. However, in typical corporate
spaces of the 1950s and 1960s, the access to daylight and
views were limited to upper managers and C-level positions
with perimeter and corner offices. The daylight penetration
was further limited by the perimeter induction heating and
cooling systems which occupied the lower portion of the
curtainwall facades.
Currently, and especially for technology companies, the
work culture is that of connectivity and mobility. The
hierarchical corporate structures have also largely been
disassembled in favour of a flatter organization and more

collaborative teamwork. These two factors generate an
office floor layout which contains fewer offices, more
flexible workstations and communal tables, and does not
need to accommodate every worker at all times (much like
Churchill’s awareness of the House of Commons).
Considering these current trends, the scheme proposed
considers the entire perimeter zone of the building in terms
of environmental sustainability and a healthy, productive
work environment. Walled offices and meeting rooms are
kept away from the perimeter of the floor plate to allow
circulation along the façade mixed with flexible, unassigned
workstations to be used by all workers.
Here, access to light and views is a right for all employees.

Floor plan concepts
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Concept.
The extra-large insulated glass façade provides completely
unobstructed views and discourages any fixed walls to
be framed into it. The façade is also thin and does not
occupy valuable rentable floor area. In fact, by removing
the perimeter induction HVAC system and replacing it with
a ceiling integrated active chilled beam system, floor space
has been regained. It is also assumed that the building has
been built to the maximum zoning envelope and therefore
no external façade elements have been added. Whereas
for a different situation, or in new construction, the
addition of exterior shading, daylight shelves, or a double
or cavity façade might be appropriate, here the thinnest

and highest performing skin is proposed to be the
optimal solution.
Technology tenants are looking for amenity spaces.
Re-cladding a building can also be an opportunity to
reconsider the line dividing the interior and exterior space.
This building’s massing provides a natural opportunity
for an elevated terrace and amenity floor. The proposal is
to offset the façade inward on the 12th floor to create a
covered and open outdoor space, unobstructed panoramic
views, and access to plants, flowers, and small trees.

Section concept

Existing building
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Detailed View

Solution.
The design brief contains three distinct challenges:
		
		
		

Increase the envelope performance to reduce
the building’s impact on the environment
Accommodate the real estate market’s goals to
attract tenants and maximize rentable space
Work with an existing building which is assumed to
be at least partially occupied during construction

As is with all architectural challenges, a total system
approach is necessary to design the singular solution
which strikes the appropriate and responsible balance
between the conflicting motives.
The extra-large insulated glazing unit (IGU) system
proposed here has the benefit of simplicity. Each column
bay is enclosed by a single unit which offers unobstructed
visual access to the outdoors and allows an abundance
of daylight into the space. The height, orientation, and
location of the building results in relatively minimal
direct solar radiation throughout the year which can be
sufficiently mitigated with solar coatings and internal roller
shades. The shades are equal in size to the glass unit and
at 5% openness they minimize glare but are sufficiently
transparent to maintain exterior views while deployed.
The increased daylight penetration and elimination of
rooms against the façade facilitates a reduced electric
lighting load across the floor. The lighting and window
shades are controlled by daylight sensors, solar tracking,

and vacancy sensors to ensure the most efficient light
power density.
The minimal façade framing dramatically reduces thermal
bridges and the reliance on error-free field labour as
compared to more complex systems. Current state-ofthe-art glazing technology includes vacuum insulated
glass (VIG) which achieves extremely low conductivity
rates within a thin assembly. The unit proposed here is a
traditional IGU coupled with a VIG inner lite and includes
two coatings to reflect solar radiation outward while
maintaining heat radiation inward. The relatively small
spandrel area is constructed to maintain a continuous
thermal line and filled with mineral wool insulation.
It is insufficient to consider thermal performance alone.
The total carbon impact of a building is what ultimately
affects our environment. Therefore, it is important to
weigh the operational and embodied energy of all building
elements. The simplicity of the proposed glazing system
is founded in this thinking. Though not quantified for this
specific design, it has been found that higher performing
and more complex facades which embody more energy
or caused more greenhouse gas emissions from the
time of resource extraction to its end-of-life do not
necessarily have a reduced environmental impact. In other
words, a complex system often demands more from the
environment than it saves during its service lifetime.

Slab edge detail

The height, orientation, and

location of the building results

in relatively minimal direct solar
radiation throughout the year

which can be sufficiently mitigated
with solar coatings and internal
roller shades.

Solar study - March 21st, 2pm
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Solution.
Structurally, the glass resists wind pressures by spanning
vertically between floors. To avoid overloading the
existing slab edge and perimeter beams, the self-weight is
supported as close to the columns as possible and the unit
acts as a simple deep beam between supports. To reduce
glass thickness and therefore cost and weight, the outer
lite is extended below the slab and clamped in a shoe
to create a moment-resisting continuous base support.
The resulting torsional load is resolved by steel framing
between the façade and the perimeter beam as well as the
addition of diagonal bracing between the bottom beam
flange and slab diaphragm.

Office buildings of this generation are typically heated
and cooled with induction systems. These systems run
continuously along the bottom 24-36 inches of the façade
and utilized relatively small vertical shaftways between
floors. The old induction systems lend themselves well
to replacement with modern active chilled beam systems
because the shaftways can be reused to run the piping for
the chilled beams. Coupled with a much more insulative
envelope, the temperature gradient near the façade is
much less and therefore the demand on the system is far
reduced as well.

Slab edge concept

HVAC concept
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System.

Thermal performance
Mineral wool
spandrel panel

Steel framing

Roller shade

EXISTING FAÇADE ASSUMPTION
35% spandrel: U = 0.1 Btu/hr ft² °F
65% glazing: U = 1.0 Btu/hr ft² °F
Envelope: U = 0.685 Btu/hr ft² °F
PROPOSED SYSTEM
(conservative to assume full glazing
and discount spandrel)
U = 0.07 Btu/hr ft² °F
Conductivity of proposed is approximately
10% of existing façade.

IGU
Exterior
12mm low-iron HS
1.52mm laminate
12mm low-iron HS
Low-E coating
16mm argon
6mm low-iron FT
1.5mm laminate
4mm low-iron FT
Low-E coating
0.3mm vacuum airspace
4mm low-iron FT
Interior
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Installation.

Typical floor plans.

Amenity floor

Construction sequencing and erection is greatly simplified with the mega-panel

system. After nine curtainwall panels and their framing is removed, a single IGU is

installed. The angle bracing and beam web stiffeners can be added with the existing
façade in place further expediting the system replacement.

Office floor
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Conclusion.
Our response to the design challenge is holistic.
The goal of reducing the negative impact on the
environment caused by the mid-century office
building stock, while extending their useful life,
requires careful consideration of more than
the envelope alone. The approach must be to
scrutinize the total carbon impact of the design
proposal through the entire life-cycle of each
element. Both operational and embodied energy
or carbon must be taken into consideration.
Embodied energy is reduced with simple systems
which employ minimal materials and resources.
Operational energy is reduced by maximizing the
performance of the entire building by reducing
demand loads and increasing the efficiency of the
systems. To achieve this, the heating, ventilation,
and air-conditioning systems, lighting systems,
plug loads, and source energy should all be
optimized for minimum environmental impact.
The requirements of human occupancy and
market capitalism conflict with the environmental

goals and, unfortunately, our decision-making
is all too often a result of cognitive myopia. It
is therefore a unique kind of irresponsibility to
engineer high performing buildings that nobody
wants to occupy. The recent governmental
regulations such as the Climate Mobilization Act
are a powerful and necessary way to force the
industry to act more responsibly but our buildings
will not be successful unless they are also
beautiful, comfortable to occupy, and inspiring
to look at.
The balance between environmental responsibility
and human health and comfort is achieved with
the proposed high-performing and transparent
façade. It should be noted that vacuum insulated
glazing is currently used for historical retrofits
and refrigerator doors due to manufacturing size
limitations, but the technology is tested and
proven. Our proposal imagines that, as with all
building glass technology, the manufacturable
sizes will increase rapidly with market demand.

